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New Arrival and 
an Old Foe

Expert analysis of Australia’s varroa 
incursion and a veteran Kiwi  

apiarist’s history with the mite



On the Front Line: Kiwi Expert  
Aids Aussie Varroa Response

“The adrenaline’s amazing,” Taylor says of the experience of being 
in the center of a country’s reaction to a biosecurity invasion.

“It’s full on, everybody’s in response mode. I thrive on that sort of 
thing, but it is exhausting.”

Varroa was first reported in Australia on June 22, but Taylor says 
they believe it may have been in the country for up to a year. The 
Plant and Food Research scientist is well across all those sorts of 
details, having been rushed over to the incursion headquarters 
in Orange, NSW, on July 4. There she spent nine straight days 
in meeting rooms, providing information that would aid the key 
decision makers.

Previous to the June 22 discovery, Australia was one of very 
few countries to which varroa had not spread. It landed on 
New Zealand’s shores in 2000 and, at that time, Taylor had just 
returned home from a stint working as a beekeeper-Masters 
student in North America and lent her knowledge of managing the 
mite to the incursion response. So, how do the experiences of the 
two countries align?

“First off, we are an island nation. So that makes it easier to 
contain varroa and plan a response. Australia has state borders 
that neither bees nor mites recognise. So this is probably their 

biggest challenge; Varroa was 
found in New South Wales, 

but with Queensland above 
them, Victoria below, and 

migratory beekeeping 
across the states that 

provide millions of 
dollars’ worth of 

pollination, they 
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must work together to develop a plan to eradicate or manage 
varroa in Australia,” Taylor explains.

Varroa was first discovered in South Auckland, New Zealand,  
in April 2000, leaving almost six months before major hive 
migrations into kiwifruit pollination took place. In Australia’s case, 
almond pollination begins in late July, around a month after 
incursion day zero.

“Almond pollination largely takes place on the border areas 
between Victoria and New South Wales, requiring around 300,000 
colonies. The almond industry is big, it’s worth around $440 million 
so their support for the beekeeping industry will be crucial, as was 
support from our kiwifruit industry,” Taylor explains.

Three zones restricting beekeeping activity have been created 
in NSW. The 10km area surrounding the location where varroa 
have been found is called the “red” or “eradication” zone where 
honey bee hives are being euthanised. Further out, the 10-25km 
“surveillance” zones have officials monitoring and inspecting 
managed honey bee colonies to identify the extent of the 
incursion. The next 25-50km is called the “notification” zone where 
beekeepers must notify NSW DPI of the locations of their hives.

A month following the initial detection, almost 2500 managed 
colonies had been euthanised. Then there is the challenge of feral 
colonies, which could also carry and transmit varroa.

“In the first week of the incursion a back-of-the-envelop 
calculation suggested there could be around 15,000 colonies 
just in the initial areas of discovery. Since then, the landmass of 
eradication zone has increased quite a bit, so there’ll be more than 

Australia is at a cross roads as they react to a Varroa destructor incursion 
– will they take an elimination strategy or one of managing with the 

parasitic mite? Helping inform those on the ground at incursion response 
headquarters in New South Wales (NSW) has been leading Kiwi varroa expert 

Michelle Taylor, who recaps a whirlwind nine days working with the state’s 
Department of Primary Industries (DPI).

Michelle Taylor has returned 
from a whirlwind stint assisting 

Australia’s varroa incursion 
response team after the parasitic 

mites were found in New South 
Wales honey bee colonies.

Any honey bee colonies within 10km of where varroa is identified in 
NSW are deemed “red” zones and hives are being euthanised, while 

“surveillance” and “notification” zones have been set between 10-25km 
and 25-50km respectively. 

https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/on-the-front-line-kiwi-expert-aids-aussie-varroa-response
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beekeeping conferences in the past 20 years, and she knows of 
numerous varroa-education missions to our shores from Aussie 
apiarists in that time. Since returning home last month, she has 
addressed Australian beekeepers via phone and video to continue 
that education.

“They are really concerned about whether they’re going to 
be able to use their honey, or when they should be treating. 
There’s a short game, and there’s a long game. The long game 
requires prepping for both management and eradication, with the 
most important focus being the survival of honey bee colonies 
that meet the needs of Australia. We need to make sure that 
beekeepers understand how to manage varroa.

“It comes back to the same list of concepts that we provided our 
New Zealand beekeepers with. Central to this list is understanding 
varroa population growth and how this is impacted by the bee 
population and the source of varroa around the colonies, and 
when varroa populations need to be reduced. Alternating between 
chemical families is also vital to reduce the development of 
resistance.”

There is still hope among Australia’s biosecurity response team 
that their beekeepers can avoid management. Among beekeepers, 
Taylor believes there is uncertainty as they do not know what the 
final response will be.

 “It’s been a long process for Australian beekeepers. The varroa 
incursion they have long dreaded is now a reality, and now they’re 
just waiting for clear advice for which way to move,” she says, 
adding “either way, beekeepers are resilient and they will adjust as 
required”. 

that. Successfully killing 15,000 feral colonies is a big task,”  
Taylor says.

She says the NSW and Australian biosecurity authorities are 
fast approaching the key decision of what strategy to take – seek 
eradication, or learn to live with varroa and take a “management” 
approach. The crucial information needed to make that decision 
is the completion of delimitation surveys which will help paint a 
picture of how widespread the mite is.

New Zealand’s varroa incursion responses in both the North and 
South Island, were aided by emergency registration of miticide 
treatments that allowed for 24-hour treatment and “mite drop” 
assessments using sticky boards. However, Australia’s delimitation 
survey is relying on alcohol washes of a selection of bees from 
colonies to try and find varroa mites. 

“The miticide and sticky board method we use in New Zealand 
kills about 82 percent of the mites on all of the adult bees within 
24 hours, so it’s pretty accurate. Whereas, the alcohol wash only 
kills mites on 300 bees (one percent of the adult bees). If varroa 
populations are small, which likely many in Australia will be at the 
moment, then they can easily be missed. The alcohol wash has its 
limitations but is better than nothing,” Taylor explains.

Aussie beekeepers are already preparing their management 
response and have been doing so for a number of years, aware 
that varroa would one day rear its head. Taylor says she has 
sometimes felt “part Australian” due to the amount of time her 
and colleague Mark Goodwin have spent presenting to Australian 

TRUSTED BY NZ’S
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Varroa: A Personal History

After 50 years as a commercial beekeeper, both with his family’s business, Arataki 
Honey, and his own Berry Beekeeping, respected Hawke’s Bay apiarist John Berry 

has wound back to 24 hives for the coming season. His beekeeping will take a 
more research-centric approach as he aims to further give back to the industry he 
has been a part of for so long. Top of the research priorities? Varroa destructor, 
which he has battled for over 20 years now. This is his history, in his words, with 

the vicious honey bee parasite.

Varroa was first discovered in New Zealand on April 11, 2000, in 
South Auckland. 

Its discovery caused a huge shock to all those involved with or 
dependent on bees. A huge amount of time was put into the 
problem by both Ministry for Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF) and 
beekeepers, with many putting in huge hours doing delimiting 
surveys, and on July 12 the government decided not to target 
eradication, but instead to try and slow varroa’s spread.

THE INEVITABLE SPREAD
Movement controls were put in place that restricted the movement 
of hives. These restrictions did slow the spread within the North 
Island and to the South Island, but ultimately varroa spread like 
everyone knew it would. We first detected it in our own hives on 
December 20, 2003, in an area where we would have expected to 
find it from natural spread. That autumn we treated every hive we 
had, regardless of whether they showed signs or not.  By the next 
season it had pretty much spread to every hive we had.

The cost of eradication was estimated at $55-70million, whereas 
the cost to New Zealand of varroa was estimated at $400-900 
million over the following 35 years. My personal guess would be it’s 
currently costing between 30 and $50 million a year.

The Minister for Biosecurity at the time, Marian Hobbs, believed 
that the incursion was caused by the illegal importation of queen 

bees and this was widely believed 
within government circles. I 

believe this had some impact 
on the decision not to target 

eradication. Most beekeepers 
did not believe it came 

from illegal imports. If it 

had come from illegal imports (or a swarm) then you would have 
expected both European foul brood and tracheal mite to arrive 
at the same time. Although, to be fair, chalk brood was almost 
certainly brought into New Zealand with the illegal importation 
of Caucasian bees and we didn’t get tracheal mite from that 
importation. Even today New Zealand’s beekeeping industry is still 
quite a small closed group and I have never heard any rumours 
associating anyone with illegal imports at that time, whereas 
it is general knowledge in the beekeeping community who was 
responsible for the illegal importation of Caucasian bees.

The Ministry for Agriculture and Forestry also believed that 
varroa had been in New Zealand for up to five years, which I find 
very hard to believe as we quickly found out that hives would go 
from clean to dead within 12 months at the most. Personally, I 
think it quite likely came in on a florist’s flower and a very unlucky 
bee took it home.

MY RESPONSE
When we first heard about varroa my brother and I considered 
our options. One of those was to extract every ounce of honey 
and then gas the bees, press out all the wax and then find another 
job. I will always be grateful for the movement controls and the 
help and knowledge that was freely given by beekeepers who had 
already had to deal with varroa for a few years. When it came 
time for our turn, if we hadn’t had that knowledge, we would have 
lost a lot of hives in a very steep learning curve. As it was, with 
their help, we lost very few hives and, while we didn’t always get it 
right, most of the time we managed pretty well with varroa.

Aiding us were increasing honey prices and, surprisingly, 
increased honey crops (less competition from feral hives). Overall, 
our 10-year average had increased by 10kg/hive 10 years after 
varroa arrived. In one area where there had been a lot of feral 
hives the average per-hive increased by 20kg in the same period. 
Varroa certainly brought the beekeeping industry together in a 
way that I’ve never seen before – and certainly never seen since. 
Branch meetings were huge and attended by not only beekeepers, 
but also orchardists and farmers concerned about the future.

Our bee scientists also worked long hours trying to work out 
answers to the problem and pass them on to the beekeepers. 
Many beekeepers, including myself, helped with trials using various 
treatments. I learned a lot working with Michelle Taylor and Dr 
Mark Goodwin and there were a lot of other people doing good 
work.

John Berry has been 
beekeeping almost all his 
life and has seen varroa’s 

impacts on hive health get 
more and more dramatic 

since its arrival in  
New Zealand in 2000.

BY JOHN BERRY

https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/varroa-a-personal-history


One advantage New Zealand had was that many other 
countries had already suffered this fate and treatments were 
already available. We also knew exactly what would happen if 
we misused the varroa treatment products we had available, but 
unfortunately – and I believe stupidly – no controls were placed 
on the use of these products, other than having to follow the 
recommendations of the manufacturers and even those were 
never enforced.

At the time I was helping out with AP2 work for the American 
Foulbrood Management Agency and I frequently came across 
hives that had several years’ worth of strips in them. It also came 
as no surprise to me that the area that I first saw resistance to 
synthetic pyrethroids was next door to a beekeeper who did not 
alternate treatments for over 10 years. Those beekeepers that 
wished to use “alternative” treatments should have been allowed 
to, but all those using the so-called conventional treatments 
should have had to treat their hives within certain timeframes, 
both spring and autumn, so that all hives in an area overlapped 
in their treatment times. Further to that, they should have had to 
supply proof that the treatments had been taken out. Alternating 
treatments, spring and autumn, should have been compulsory and 
the same for all beekeepers.

TREATMENTS WERE ALWAYS GOING TO FAIL
We knew this, or at least anybody that studied what had already 
happened overseas knew this, and we also knew that, as time 
went by, it would take less and less varroa to kill a hive. We could 
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Viral loadings in many hives are getting so high that, even when varroa 
mites can be removed from colonies for the most part, hive health can still 

suffer badly, John Berry says.

have perhaps delayed this for several more decades. However, 
despite lobbying from the scientific community, no controls were 
put in place that could have helped extend the effectiveness 
of treatments and funding was not ongoing for the only other 
alternative, which is varroa tolerant bees.

I was one of the very few, at the time, who advocated for 
eradication. I believed then and I believe now that, even if we had 
to kill every hive in the North Island, it would have been worth it 

https://www.hill-laboratories.com/analytical-testing/honey-testing
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in the long run. Time has proven me right and we are now in a 
situation where synthetic pyrethroids no longer provide adequate 
control in some areas and, even when treatments do work, the 
viruses spread by the varroa are still killing hives.

This autumn I have experienced this phenomenon myself for the 
first time and it’s plain frightening. The previous autumn I heard 
of massive hive losses in some areas and put it down to resistant 
varroa but, having seen what I have seen this autumn, I’m now 
certain that in a lot of cases the treatments did kill the varroa. 
This autumn I have seen hives at treatment time with what I would 
have considered light to moderate levels of varroa collapse and 
die despite the fact they had few or no varroa left in them. Many 
other hives went from two boxes of bees with plenty of brood 
down to two or three frames of bees and only showed signs of 
recovery after two months of treatment.

FLASH BACK…
To when we first got varroa… Synthetic pyrethroids would clean 
out varroa ‘just like that’. Hives that had really bad parasitic mite 
syndrome would be looking much improved within a couple of 
weeks of treatment and would normally survive fine. I also found 
that amitraz worked well but, while it too had a quick knockdown, 
a few varroa always seem to survive for quite a while and a 
10-week treatment was necessary. Provided you got your hives 
treated at the right time, apart from being an expense and a lot of 
extra work, varroa was not the end of the world.

FLASH FORWARD…
Every year varroa has got just that little bit worse. Every year a 
higher percentage of queens fail for no good reason. Every year  
I have wondered whether what I have done in the past would  
still work.

While we had a temporary increase in production, the feral 
hives were soon replaced by a huge increase in beekeepers and 
beehives. It was also not possible to run as many hives as we used 
to because of the extra workload from varroa and the importance 
of treating hives in a timely manner.

ALTERNATE TREATMENTS TO SYNTHETICS
I have, over the years, experimented with most of the alternative 
treatments. Thymol based products, of which there are quite a few, 
do kill mites and sometimes even a reasonably large percentage 
of mites. However, they are not always reliable and I found they 
seem to disrupt the hive considerably.

Oxalic acid dribbles and oxalic fogging appear to be reasonably 
effective, but only when there is no brood in the hive. Oxalic acid/
glycerine strips are reputed to be effective, but when I have used 
them I found that, while they caused no harm to the hive, they also 
did very little good. I had high hopes for these strips but I cannot 
get them to work.

Food-grade mineral oil, both as a fog or in coils may be a useful 
carrier for some substances, but on its own is useless snake oil in 
my experience.

https://beequip.nz/products/feedbee


John Berry is considering using formic acid treatments in his remaining 
Hawke’s Bay beehives, saying additional treatments to synthetic miticides 

are now needed.
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Formic acid is something I have used very little because I 
just think it’s dangerous for both the user and the bees. It does 
however work, but expect to lose some bees which will come as no 
surprise when you see that it burns the grass outside the  
hive entrance.

Drone brood trapping is an effective way to slow down the 
build-up of varroa, but is labour-intensive and if you are a few 
days late it’s worse than if you never tried in the first place.

Varroa tolerant bees have been bred in New Zealand but it is 
not simple and offspring, even from 100% tolerant queens, have 
very varied tolerance. If every beekeeper in New Zealand selected 
for this trait we might get somewhere but, 20 years on from varroa 
getting here, I haven’t seen any evidence of tolerance in the 
general bee population.

We need to remember that what works overseas will not always 
be as effective here, because we have a very long breeding season 
and some areas have no broodless period at all.

MY PLAN
I have, until this year, got away with a spring and autumn 
treatment (except for the first year when reinvasion was 
horrendous). Some people will still get away with this, but many 
will not and I absolutely believe that, to be safe, it is now necessary 
to treat hives at least three times per year.

Things may have been worse than normal for me this autumn 
because there has been no honey flow for months and it has been 
one of the worst autumns I can remember, but I have seen plenty 
of bad years without this sort of hive collapse happening.

I’m fairly sure I could keep a few hives at home using a 
combination of drone brood trapping and periodically caging 
queens to create an artificial broodless period and then treating 

with oxalic acid dribble. I may also use formic although, like I said 
before, I don’t like the stuff.

What commercial beekeepers are going to do I have no idea, 
but whatever they do has to be viable both economically and 
timewise. We have to remember that what may have worked in 
the past may no longer work, because of both resistance and the 
simple fact that it takes a lot less varroa to do damage. Therefore, 
treatments have to be very effective to work.

There are a few glimmers of hope on the horizon, but they 
are by no means certain. We live in a time where our wonderful 
scientists have to study what they are paid to study rather than 
what is needed and MPI seem to be totally oblivious to a threat 
that will not only cripple New Zealand beekeeping, but also those 
that depend on bees for pollination. There are still plenty of 
beekeepers out there that have not yet experienced what I, and 
many others, have experienced and many of them are denying 
there is a problem. 

THERE IS A PROBLEM AND IT’S COMING YOUR WAY...
I am taking the easy way out and retiring, although I will keep 
some hives for experimental purposes because I not only want to 
beat varroa, I want to help others beat it as well.

I hate ending this on a pessimistic note, but I can’t help 
wondering what would have happened to my varroa weakened 
hives this year if we also had European foulbrood or, probably 
worse, small hive beetle.

One problem at a time though huh?... 

www.crystech.co.nz
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‘Beebot’ Implemented to  
Help Maximise Honey Value

Mānuka Orchard welcomed around 100 beekeepers and industry 
supporters to an expo day on July 28. There, the Bay of Plenty honey 
storage and trading facility unveiled their new online sales platform 
which aims to link buyers from all over the world with Kiwi honey 

producers, while increasing returns to beekeepers.

Call Logan Bowyer 027 667 7588 
Email Logan logan.bowyer@manukaengineering.com  
www.manukaengineering.com

Every cell 100% pricked
No more costly needle replacing
Sterilization with heat now possible
Time and yield losses eliminated
Every cell now releasing honey
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Call Logan or  
Tania Bowyer  

 Phone: 027 6677 588 
or email: thehive@manukaorchard.com

• Growth storage
• Chilled storage
• Ambient storage
• Honey sampling 
• Honey moisture reduction
• Fermented pressure release
• Extraction
• Batch Blending to 20Ton 

TALK TO US ABOUT BULK 
HONEY STORAGE & SERVICES:

www.manukaorchard.com

WE CAN HELP! WE CAN HELP!

NEED MORE FROM  
YOUR HONEY?
Battling high moisture  
or fermented drums?

Owners Logan and Tania Bowyer presented ‘Beebot’ to clients of 
Mānuka Orchard at the Paengaroa Community Hall, as part of an 
Expo Day which also included presentations from Terry Braggins 
of Analytica Laboratories, plus John van Klink and Aaron 
McCallion who outlined their research into the chemical makeup 
of New Zealand honeys and consumer perceptions. Pat Coles of 
New Zealand Beeswax and Russell Smith of Beequip also took the 
opportunity to address the gathering.

‘Let’s Get Marketing’ was the theme of the day, with Logan Bowyer 
speaking to not just the continued growth of Mānuka Orchard 
as a facility for extracting, growing and storing honey, but their 
recent moves to facilitate connections between honey buyers and 
beekeepers. Beebot is an ongoing development, Bowyer explained, 

Mānuka Orchard’s recent Expo Day saw beekeepers informed of updates at 
their facility, speakers on industry issues, and this trade display area in the 

Paengaroa Community Hall. 

https://www.manukaengineering.com/
www.manukaorchard.com
https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/beebot-implemented-to-help-maximise-honey-value
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Revamped website 
to be revealed at 

Apiculture Conference, 
come see us to  

discuss it!

with the goal of improving the logistics of storing and transporting 
honey and as a database of lab test results. However, the latest 
addition goes further and provides a public-facing sales website, 
which Bowyer demonstrated to attendees while explaining 
Mānuka Orchard’s desire to link with individual producers to form 
a collective marketing approach. 

The demonstration detailed how honey buyers from anywhere in 
the world can log on to the site and view what honey is available 
for sale, via an interactive world map which links how much honey 
(and of what variety) meets export requirements for their country. 
A separate graphic map of New Zealand allows for easy viewing 
of where stored honey has been produced. The platform aims to 
maximise returns to beekeepers, with Bowyer explaining that those 
honey owners who store with Mānuka Orchard can now create 
logins and directly link their marketing activities with their honey 
profile on the website.

The Mānuka Orchard platform aims to facilitate more direct 
trade between consumer and producer and thus increase returns 
to the beekeeper, Bowyer said.

The facility has been operating since 2019 and in that time 
support of their facility has grown, with 12,000 drums of honey 
stored on site so far in 2022. Honey sales through Mānuka Orchard 
have been slow in the first half of the year, but Bowyer expects a 
bounce back, with July sales healthy and pre-orders already in 
place for September. 

The interactive world map 
graphic used on Mānuka 

Orchard’s website and 
trading platform to display 

honey in storage which is 
available to buyers.

Both honey buyers and producers can access details on the variety, 
amount and source of honey stored at Mānuka Orchard’s premises via  

their new website.

www.manukaorchard.com
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There is a lot of noise about the sentiment labelled ‘sustainability’ these days, either 
from people who are, or want to be ‘sustainable’, or about operations or businesses 

that need to be ‘sustainable’. Apiculture and beekeepers are undoubtably – and 
will continue to be – part of the sustainability movement. So, Dave Black explores 

how we got to this point in the movement and how New Zealand apiculture is 
implicated – right down to the beekeeper on the ground.

‘Sustainability’ – Where Has  
It Come From? And What Does  

It Mean for Beekeepers?

Sustainability is much more visible now, and more than just a 
sentiment, because of its coupling with tangible climate change. 
To go back as far as one can… in the original literal (Latin) sense, 
something that can be sustained is merely something that can be 
held, or upheld, something that will hold you up. That’s not quite 
how it is used now though. Mostly what I see or hear is people 
talking past each other, they are using the same words but they 
mean different things.

Apiculture seems to inhabit two camps. For some sustainability 
is about survival, a feat of endurance, the long-term profitability 
of the business. For the others it’s about an ideal state of nature, 
a return to Eden. Under duress, both camps might agree that it is 
about the principles that we must use to create the future.

IN THE BEGINNING…
Long before ‘Climate Risk’ was being understood as a threat to 
the global economy academics were pointing out the possibility 
that we could out-grow the planet’s resources. Reports like the 
Meadows’ Limits to Growth study, published and required reading 
when I was at school in 1972, were widely viewed as heresy at the 
time. In 1987 the UN-commissioned Brundtland Report established 
the most common definition of ‘sustainability’ as used now, 
when it stated: “Humanity has the ability to make development 
sustainable to ensure that it meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”.

This report prompted the nations of the world to meet for the 
United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in 
1992 (the ‘Rio Earth Summit’). 178 countries adopted what became 
known as ‘Agenda 21’ as a non-binding action plan to further 
development and conservation together. In more recent times 
Agenda 21 has been superseded, eventually, by 17 interdependent 
‘Sustainable Development Goals’ or SDGs in 2015 (see sidebar for 
the full list) .

CREATING THE WATCHDOGS
A major reason for increased scrutiny of environmental and social 
performance of many organisations the World over is the work 
of one of the most powerful international ‘watchdogs’ you have 

never heard of: the Financial Stability Board (FSB), created by G20 
finance ministers following the last Global Financial Crisis in 2009.

The FSB assesses threats to international financial markets and 
creates global standards for the operation of banks and financial 
systems to make sure confidence in the system is upheld. Climate 
change is one such threat and the FSB has established a ‘task 
force’ with a typically long name, the ‘Task Force on Climate-
related Financial Disclosures’ (or TCFD)  to improve reporting of 
climate-related financial information, so that risk can be properly 
assessed, sensible plans develop, and reasonable investment 
decisions follow. As a result of this, in New Zealand on the 27 Oct 
2021, the Financial Sector (Climate-related Disclosures and Other 
Matters) Amendment Act 2021 received Royal Assent and passed 
into law, a direct result of the TCFD, and the first regulation of its 
kind in the world.

The 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals of 

the United Nations
1.  No Poverty
2.  Zero Hunger
3.  Good Health and  
 Well-being
4.  Quality Education
5.  Gender Equality 
6.  Clean Water and  
 Sanitation
7.  Affordable and Clean  
 Energy
8.  Decent Work and  
 Economic Growth
9.  Industry, Innovation  
 and Infrastructure

10. Reduced Inequality, 
11.  Sustainable Cities and  
 Communities
12.  Responsible  
 Consumption and  
 Production
13.  Climate Action
14.  Life Below Water
15.  Life On Land
16.  Peace, Justice, and  
 Strong Institutions
17.  Partnerships for the  
 Goals.

BY DAVE BLACK

https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/sustainability-where-has-it-come-from-and-what-does-it-mean-for-beekeepers
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For more information about our delivery lead times, 
call us on +64 9 444 9631 or visit the website pharmapac.co.nz

Superior quality 
& lead times.
When it comes to export quality packaging 
for honey, Pharmapac is the industry leader.
 
Pharmapac is also Toitū Enviromark 
Diamond certified, Operation Clean Sweep
and ISO 9001∶2015 accredited.

Ask today about our quick turnaround 
times and prompt delivery. 

Second to none, on time, every time.

WHAT IT MEANS
The 2021 regulation is just one of the reasons the 
environmental and social performance of many 
organisations is under increasing scrutiny in 
all sorts of ways, from consumers, investors, 
employees, and of course local and national 
authorities. Some 200 large public 
organisations and NZX companies are now 
required to file with the annual accounts 
something called an ESG report. These 
Environmental, Social, and Governance 
statements are intended to ensure 
consideration of climate risks and resilience 
(aka ‘sustainability’) sits at the heart of 
financial and business decision making.

HOW’S IT IMPACTING AGRICULTURE? 
In parallel, the international organisations that 
deal with various forms of trading standards, 
like Good Agricultural Practice (GAP, or now 
GlobalGAP), the British Retail Consortium, or 
buyers like CostCo, have gradually aligned their 
values towards those built into ideas like the SDGs. 
With a little reflection, most people accept that our 
collective dependence on the effective conservation of the 
earth’s natural resources also relies on social values like 
equity, health, education, and justice.

A graphic from Comvita NZ’s 
ESG report outlining themes of 
a sustainable beekeeping and 

honey business.

https://www.pharmapac.co.nz/


GlobalGAP, the bane of many a horticulturalist’s audit life, 
now has a GRASP ‘add-on’ (the GlobalGAP Risk Assessment on 
Social Practice). Not paying sufficient attention to social values 
is now regarded as a business risk, and people who may buy 
your products, lend you money, insure your equipment, or work 
with your undertaking could make you regret the oversight.  Put 
quite simply, the thinking is, if anything we do, nationally or 
internationally, creates pools of disadvantaged, alienated people, 
they will have the ability to sabotage the whole project.

APICULTURE AND THE DRIVERS OF CHANGE: 3-CS.
By now, you probably think you’ve opened the wrong magazine. 
How does this matter to us? So, here is Comvita’s ESG 
presentation (If you’re following along with all the acronyms, 
you will remember the ESG is the report NZX companies are 
required to file). Comvita, being publicly listed, is probably the only 
apiculturally relevant New Zealand organisation subject to the 
new disclosure regime, but that doesn’t mean the Act won’t affect 
anyone else. Big fish eat little fish, and the big fish are asking 
about the provenance of their meal; ‘trickle-down’ is the cheapest 
form of regulation.

[Editor’s note. Comvita sustainability programme lead Erin 
Swanson stated as much during her presentation to the Apiculture 
New Zealand Conference recently, saying they were looking to 
partner with suppliers who shared their sustainability goals.]

However, it is not just the 2021 Act, or size, or contractor 
compliance in the form of GlobalGAP, that will drive the principle 
of ‘sustainable’ beekeeping operations. I think of three ‘Cs’ driving 
change: Consumers, Costs, and Consequences.

Consumers, paying and non-paying, prefer dealing with 
operations that are socially and environmentally responsible. 
Costs, return on investment, and operational efficiency improve 
with the scrutiny and will increase if you aren’t. There are long-
term Consequences of not operating sustainably; operations that 
aren’t environmentally sustainable can damage your reputation 
and create distrust among your customers, investors, and the 
larger public.

So how can New Zealand beekeepers respond to the need 
for sustainability within their businesses? Well that’s a question 
for next month, where we will look at some of the research and 
resources available to beekeepers, and how we stack up. 

Sustainability
PERFORMANCE vs.  PCP

31 December 2022 vs. 31 December 2021)
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INVESTMENT 
IN CARBON 
REDUCTION 
INITIATIVES

2021:  $52K

+178.8%

145$ K

INVESTMENT 
IN HARMONY 

PARTNERSHIPS

2021:  $50K

+198.0%

151$ K

An accountant who understands 
your business!

I’m a Blenheim-based chartered accountant, 
hobbyist beekeeper, and business partner 
with all of my clients. What’s important to me 
is understanding my clients’ business and 
bringing that personal touch. Please contact 
me confidentially and without obligation if 
you’d like to discuss how I can assist you and 
your business this year.

www.marrnz.com
Office: 03 929 3100

Mobile: 027 276 7682
Email: office@marrnz.com

Take your 
place in 
these 
pages
advertising@apiadvocate.co.nz
Patrick 027 383 7278
Laura 021 130 7446

Never miss 
an issue!
Subscribe at
www.apiaristsadvocate.com

Gains made by Comvita NZ, as quoted in their Investor 
Presentation, half year result FY22:  

www.apiaristsadvocate.com
www.marrnz.com
https://cdn.comvita.com/investor/market-annoucements/2022/investor-presentation-hy22.pdf
https://cdn.comvita.com/investor/market-annoucements/2022/investor-presentation-hy22.pdf


Secure a long-term home for 
your non-manuka honey.
• Competitive, sustainable price.
• 5-year guaranteed outlet 

for your honey.
• Support our sustainable, 

industry growth mission.
• Partnership benefits 

including events, discounts, 
and business support.

JOIN THE 100,000
HIVE PROJECT!

Want to know more? 
Contact procurement@egmonthoney co.nz 
and we will reach out to set up an appointment.

mailto:procurement@egmonthoney.co.nz
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Researcher Needs 
Beekeepers to Help Her 

Help Their Health

Jane Pierce wants to help beekeepers. She wants 
to help them improve their physical health, 

potentially their mental health too, and with it 
their financial wellbeing. In return? “I just want my 

PhD,” she says. She will need beekeepers to step 
up though, requiring at least 200 to complete a 
questionnaire on their working habits. We talk 

to the Hawke’s Bay occupational physiotherapist, 
and doctoral student, to find out what her study 
involves and how she aims to fill a gaping hole 

in our understanding of beekeeping’s impact on 
beekeeper’s health.

If you work in a certain industry, you needn’t take it for  
granted that you are going to end up with a specific injury,  
Jane Pierce believes.

“You shouldn’t expect that, if you’re a nurse then you’re going to 
have a bad back, or if you’re a miner you’re going to end up with 
bad lungs,” Pierce says.

“For beekeepers their health concerns are less well known, but 
failing back health and carpal tunnel syndrome are anecdotally 
mentioned.”  

The Auckland University of Technology PhD student is on 
a mission to gain a better understanding of the psychosocial 
influences on beekeepers and the resulting health impacts. As it 
stands, there is very little research in this area. Globally agriculture 
is one of the top five most hazardous industries with high rates of 
musculoskeletal disorders, especially for highly physical roles,  
but drilling down into beekeeping activities and disorders is 
Pierce’s aim.

Volunteers Needed for 
PhD Research Study on 
Musculoskeletal Disorders 
among Beekeepers

You may qualify if you:
• Have been working full time (over 30 hours a 

week) over the last three years in beekeeping
• Have over 251 hives of honey bees,
• Are engaged on hands-on hive work for more 

than 50% of your work time (annually)
• Are aged 18 years or over
• Live and work in New Zealand

Participation involves:
• Completing a questionnaire which takes 

about 25 minutes
• Optional worksite observation and interview

Responses to questions will be kept confidential 
and no personal information will be passed to 
a third party. Only summarised results will be 
made available to prevent identification of any 
individual. 

Potential benefits: 
You will be able to share your experiences and 
thoughts on how musculoskeletal disorders 
develop in beekeeping. 

To find out more, email Jane Pierce on  
bkstudynz@gmail.com 

I am exploring musculoskeletal disorders among 
apiarists. The symptoms might be aches, pain, 
discomfort and include weakness, pins and needles, 
or numbness.

As part of this research, I am inviting all New Zealand 
apiarists to participate. 

You do not need to have musculoskeletal disorders to 
take part.

mailto:bkstudynz@gmail.com
https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/researcher-needs-beekeepers-to-help-her-help-their-health
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“Musculoskeletal disorders will hit you hardest in your back 
pocket,” she warns beekeepers.

“Pain and disability reduce physical capacity for work and 
interferes with mood and thought processes, leading to reduced 
productivity and a higher chance of making mistakes. Additionally, 
if pain or muscular injury is not managed it can lead to chronic 
problems. Chronic pain and disability are associated with reduced 
earnings and contribute to early retirement, but not with a honey 
pot of money.”

Therefore, she hopes at least 200 commercial beekeepers (those 
with more than 250 hives, or who are full-time employees) will be 
motivated to complete her questionnaire on “tasks and work as a 
beekeeper and their musculoskeletal health”. Following that, her 
research will involve observing about 20 beekeepers at work, then 
a shorter questionnaire a year further down the line.

Her hypothesis is that psychosocial influences could be 
impacting on agricultural workers, including beekeepers, 
contributing to their increased prevalence of musculoskeletal 
disorders.

“Psychosocial pressures are not necessarily mental health issues, 
but what I term ‘mind noise’. So, they’re the things that you’re 
worrying about, and that detracts from your concentration. That 
then becomes a psychosocial factor, because it’s occupying what 
your thoughts are. Not all of them, but it’s there,” Pierce explains.

The Hawke’s Bay-based student is not only interested in 

apiarists who have musculoskeletal disorders, but also those 
who have no work-related problems, as she attempts to gain a 
foundation of data to base her research on. A range of different 
ages among respondents is also required (although all need to be 
at least 18 years-old) and a mix of self-employed and employed 
beekeepers. With 521 beekeeping enterprises of 250 hives or more 
registered according to the Ministry for Primary Industries, the 
challenge is on for beekeepers to respond and help Pierce help 
them.

“This study will not explode the world like Dr Samuel Ramsey’s 
studies have, but it will contribute to knowledge about what 
factors are associated with musculoskeletal disorders and 
potentially reduce the harm they cause.”

Pierce‘s research is driven by a desire to gain knowledge and 
help beekeepers, with the findings to be publicly available. “I don’t 
want anything out of this, except my PhD,” she says. 

There is much to be gained for beekeepers though, so she is 
asking as many as possible to make contact via email. 

“If you can reduce your chances of getting an injury and 
manage your injuries better, then you are going to get more 
money because you’re going to be more productive,” she says, 
adding “It’s about the beekeepers.”

If you are a beekeeper with more than 250 hives or employed as 
a beekeeper and wish to take part in the study, email Jane Pierce at 
bkstudynz@gmail.com 

The world’s most The world’s most 
versatile loaders versatile loaders 
for beekeepersfor beekeepers

www.glenbrook.co.nz
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This time around they hope up to 150 people will make their 
way to the Hautapu Hall, just outside Cambridge, for a full day 
of presentations and socialising. The programme has several 
scientists speaking to a range of beekeeping issues, with practical 
beekeeping sessions as well and industry updates.

Beekeeper’s  
Day Out Coming 

to Waikato

New Zealand Beekeeping Inc (NZBI) are hoping 
it’s ‘third time lucky’ on Saturday August 20, with 
a Beekeeper’s Day Out Seminar scheduled in the 

Waikato. The industry body has planned two 
similar events in the region in recent years,  

but both have had to be cancelled due to the  
Covid-19 pandemic.

With Apiculture New Zealand’s conference having taken place in 
Christchurch this winter, NZBI wanted to provide an opportunity 
for beekeepers to gather further north.

“A lot of beekeepers haven’t had that day to really socialise,  
talk and pick up new things,” NZBI president Jane Lorimer says.

“So, we are going to go for it and make it happen. Beekeepers 
can come along and, if nothing else, learn some tips from  
each other.”

Among the speakers on the programme are Michelle Taylor 
from Plant and Food Research, who will discuss a range of topics 
pertaining to varroa, Prof. Phil Lester from Victoria University of 
Wellington on RNA interference to control varroa, John Mackay 
of dnature on PCR testing of AFB, Ian Fletcher on honey exports 
and the European Union free trade deal, and Mark Tweeddale with 
practical beekeeping tips.

Lorimer says they hope to have an expert speaker on 
hydrogen powered trucks too, while she will introduce the Honey 
Characterisation Project which her, Mark Goodwin and Sarah 
Cross are undertaking to try and identify honey varieties via their 
nectar make up. 

Also on the agenda is an update on NZBI’s consultation 
regarding the AFB PMP review. Lorimer says they plan to present 
some of the feedback they have got from beekeepers, have an 
open discussion regarding key issues, and outline their next step in 
the process.

For NZBI members entry is free, for non-members it is $50. 
Hautapu Hall can hold a maximum of 150 people and, while 
registrations may be available in person on the morning of the 
event, Lorimer recommends beekeepers get in early and register 
online so as not to miss out.

Programme and registration are available at: nzbeekeeping.
co.nz/seminar-day-2022 

’IN THE BEEHIVE’
BEEKEEPER’S DAY OUT

Date: Saturday 20 August, 2022
Venue: Hautapu Hall  

(between Hamilton and Cambridge)

Cost: Non-members, $50pp
Members, FREE

Enquiries:  info@nzbeekeeping.co.nz 
or phone Jane on 027 294 6559

Practical Hive Losses, Rebuilding,  
AFB Detection, Resistance Testing

Sustainability Beyond Diesel Powered Vehicles

Trade EU and Marketing Opportunities 
Honey’s Floral Origins

Varroa Future Control Options

AFB Review and Tools

QUESTIONS ENCOURAGED Subject to change

FEATURES
ALL WELCOME

Updated Information and Registrations: 
www.nzbeekeeping.co.nz/seminar-day-2022

https://nzbeekeeping.co.nz/seminar-day-2022
https://nzbeekeeping.co.nz/seminar-day-2022/
https://nzbeekeeping.co.nz/seminar-day-2022/
https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/beekeeper-s-day-out-coming-to-waikato
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Set up to Succeed with 
Your Varroa Treatments  

– Tips from a Supplier

Both New Zealand Beeswax and the 
wider industry response has been 
ultra-consistent for the last 20 years 
in NZ: The core treatments in Spring 
and Autumn are the most critical; full 
dose; full treatment period; alternate 
chemical class; monitor. Despite two 
decades of this mantra, the majority of 
NZ beekeepers are wilfully deviating from 
the basics.

The colony loss survey in 2021 clearly 
highlights this variation in decision 
making. Some of the lowlights include:

• About a half of flumethrin 
(Bayvarol) users don’t apply 
the recommended 4 strips per 
brood box, and about half don’t 
keep them in for the full 8-week 
treatment period.

• While amitraz based products (e.g. 
Apivar) are registered for 6 to 10 

If you are feeling like varroa is getting that little bit tougher to manage 
every year, you are not alone. The number one question we were asked 
at Apiculture New Zealand’s conference this year was, ‘it’s tough out 

there, what’s the winning recipe?’.

By Nick Taylor, general manager New Zealand Beeswax

weeks, less than 15% of users treat 
for 10 weeks. The expression ‘set up 
to succeed vs set up to fail’ comes 
to mind. 

• Despite the above, 84.4% of 
survey respondents deemed their 
flumethrin (Bayvarol) treatment 
completely or mostly a success and 
88% for amitraz (e.g. Apivar).

There are 100 different variables 
that contribute to fluctuating varroa 
levels in any given season/year. While 
it is important to be cognisant of 
these potential variables, it shouldn’t 
distract from your own decision making. 
Remember ‘control what you can control’, 
that being: monitoring, timing, treatment 
choice, dose, duration and alternating 
treatments. Choose setting up to 
succeed.

All varroa treatments in New Zealand 
(and globally) have the same weakness: 
the higher the mite load going into the 
treatment, likely the higher mite load 
coming out the other end.

What are the treatment trends that 
are working more consistently across the 
motu?

1. Get the core sorted. That’s ‘1st tier’ 
treatments such as Apivar and 
Bayvarol. 

2. Varroa management is a 12-month 
task, utilise suppression tools 
with the goal of slowing varroa 
build-up. That’s incorporating 
‘3rd tier’ treatments in-between 
spring/autumn. The days of only 
two treatments a year, set to the 
calendar, resulting in consistent 
success, are all but gone (with 
the exception of a few remote/
neighbour-less pockets).

‘3RD TIER’ OPTIONS
There are a wide range of varroa 
suppression options, all candidly come 
with their own unique pros and cons. 
Some being: low treatment cost but 
high labour/travel cost, hard on both the 
mites and the bees, variability in efficacy, 
temperature constraints, hard on bee gut 
health etc.

Ultimately each beekeeper needs to 
weigh up these pros and cons, and how to 
integrate one or more of these into their 
operation. Options include

• adding another traditional strip 
treatment.

• Formic acid (e.g. Formic Pro)
• Oxalic acid (vaporising, with 

glycerine, or trickle method)
• Thymol
Seek advice from your fellow 

beekeepers and/or a trusted supply 
company, take that advice with a pinch 
of salt and remember none of the ‘cons’ 
are as bad for the bees as doing nothing 
at all – something Dr Jamie Ellis stressed 
while presenting at the ApiNZ conference 
recently.

WHATEVER YOU DO – TIME IT RIGHT
Timing is an important factor in success, 
with 20 years of experience distributing 
varroa treatments, we have observed the 
steady shift towards treating earlier and 
earlier.

Using the last 10 years of Apivar sales 
as the benchmark, peak spring sales were 
once mid-September, but that is now 
six weeks sooner in early-August. We’ve 
seen the same trend in autumn, with the 
peak 10 years ago in March now moved to 
the last week of January or first week of 
February.

NEW ZEALAND BEESWAX –  PROFILING APIARIST’S ADVOCATE’S LEADING SUPPORTERS  ADVERTORIAL

Nick Taylor, general manager  
New Zealand Beeswax.

https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/set-up-to-succeed-with-your-varroa-treatments-tips-from-a-supplier
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SOMETHING ELSE TO CONSIDER…
The rapid colony growth in spring hides a 
multitude of sins. It’s the autumn switch 
that is most likely to reveal issues. The 
snowball effect of 12 months decision 

During a long action treatment 
e.g. 6-10 weeks for Apivar and 8 
weeks for Bayvarol, it is not rare to 
see the strips covered by wax and 
propolis after several weeks. However, 
the propolis/wax will decrease the 
accessible surface on the strips for 
bees and therefore reduce the number 
of potential contacts. Moreover, after 
a few weeks, the bees’ cluster may 
have moved within the brood box. 
Thus, during your site visits, we advise 
scraping the strips systematically at 
mid-treatment (with a hive-tool) and 
repositioning them in the centre of the 
bee cluster.

Don’t just take my word for it… in 
France a study (by ADAPI, the French 
Association for the Development of 
Beekeeping) found this simple habit of 
cleaning and reposition strips resulted 
in a 1 to 4% improvement in treatment 
efficacy. Any varroa mite modelling 
will tell you, the hive health and honey 
production gains resulting from a 99% 
vs 95% efficacy result, is well worth 
achieving. 

Not all New Zealand beekeepers are using 
the common varroa treatments as effectively 

as possible and there are some simple 
improvements that should be made, says NZ 

Beeswax’s Nick Taylor.

Thoughts, 
feelings or 
other input 
you’d like  
to share?
We’d love to hear it.

Email your  
‘letter to the editor’ to  
editor@apiadvocate.co.nz

Want to tell  
beekeeping stories 
and earn some  
extra income?
Apiarist’s Advocate is 
searching for freelance 
writers to contribute to 
our monthly eMagazine.

If you have skill with 
the written word and an 
understanding of beekeeping 
and the apiculture industry, 
then we want to hear from you.

Ph. Patrick 027 383 7278 or email  
editor@apiadvocate.co.nz

making (and a multitude of variables) rolls 
towards the autumn and the exponential 
wave of mites overwhelms the tapering 
population of adult bees.

This can hit like a light switch. I’ve lost 
count of the times I’ve heard ‘they looked 
good two weeks ago, but…’. The most 
common solution offered by beekeepers 
is to use a quality treatment asap after 
honey supers come off, and utilise a 
suppression tool during the summer to 
minimise the build-up in the first place.

ONE MORE TIP
Here’s a simple tip to boost your strip 
treatment efficacy… Let’s get back to 
the basics: The leading strip treatments 
work by contact only. The more bees that 
get in contact with the strips, the more 
active ingredient they will collect from 
the surface. That is why the strips always 
need to be placed in the centre of the 
brood: this is where we can observe the 
highest activity in the hive, resulting in the 
highest number of potential contacts, and 
it’s also here that varroa mites will emerge 
from the brood cells.

mailto:editor@apiadvocate.com
mailto:editor@apiadvocate.com
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Fruitless Fall  
and the Third F

The old-time beekeeper stood on his doorstep watching as I 
killed The Tiger’s engine. I pulled off my helmet and conjured up 
my introduction.

“I’ve journeyed 25,000 kilometres to find you,” is what I had in mind 
to say, but it all came out back-to-front. Instead, we stood at a 
Covid-respectful distance and looked at each other in silence.

I smiled and broke the ice and we started to talk… Of bees, of 
where I had come from, and the journey. The old-timer softened.

“Would you like a cup of tea?” he eventually offered. 
I had read about Kirk months ago in a book called Fruitless Fall, 

about his struggle with the mite, the United States Department 
of Agriculture’s introduction of Russian genetic stock which was 
varroa tolerant, and of his desire to produce organic honey.

Kirk had no contact details, but I had sleuthed him down by 
visiting a local organic co-op in Vermont’s Champlain Valley and 
finding a local bee-man’s address on a pot of very expensive 
honey.

That bee-man, Chaz, was a third generation Champlain Valley 
beekeeper. I found him in his grandfather’s shed, not far from town, 
where he produced and packed honey to export to the world. As 
we talked he spoke of his struggle to keep his bees alive, of varroa 
and the “neo-nics” in the crops of corn that the bees gathered 
pollen off in the late summer.

His main woman “C” phoned a neighbour who relayed directions 
to find Kirk.

“Jesse” James Corson, better known for the keeping of bees in 
Canterbury, continues to take us along on his epic motorbike trip 

across North America aboard a Triumph Tiger 800. Part one saw Jesse 
James attempt to tame the Tiger, in part two he well and truly had it by 

the tail, and now, together, their tales continue… 

BY JAMES CORSON

“Head north on 334 for 12 miles. There’s a big red barn with 
an eagle painted on the front. Kirk’s place is the second on the 
right… before that!”

After the stilted intros, Kirk and I whiled away the afternoon 
over an endless pot of green tea. “The Russians were great 
initially,” he said.

“You just had to learn how to work with them. They are slow 
to go, like the African bee, and they build swarm cells like crazy. 
And like the African, they kept on top of the mite… without the 
aggressiveness.”

He sipped on his tea and looked pensive.
“They’ve got inbred now. This year out of 700 hives I’ve got 176 

left alive. The issue is, it’s not the varroa, it’s the other stuff, the 
chemicals that are poisoning our bees. If we had healthy bees, I 
think they’d live with the mite.”

The afternoon wore on. The cloud cloaked the wooded hills 
and a light drizzle fell. We talked of higher spirits guiding our 
endeavours and our struggles for simplicity in a busy world, and 
of the bees as our teachers, and of how in the end it really is the 
girls who rule the roost.

“Which,” he said “is why I never married, but like to live next to 
my queens.”

I left Kirk’s place in the low evening light and, as I meandered 
home to my camp by a wooded lake, I thought of Fruitless Fall, 
and how my life on the road had become a refined simplicity of 
Three F’s.

Food, Fuel and Friendship. 

July 5, fresh from a day of 
partying in the USA and James 
Corson pulls his Triumph Tiger 

motorbike over to the side of 
the road to breath in the fresh 
air of Vermont, during his epic 

road trip.

You never know what scenes are to be found when you get off the highways 
and hit the backroads of the USA, but one thing is for sure – the Star-

Spangled Banner is never far from display. 

https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/bread-is-life-life-is-a-journey-travel-it
https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/jessie-james-s-big-adventure
https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/fruitless-fall-and-the-third-f
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Biosecurity 
Matters  

– Just Ask Oz

BY DARREN BAINBRIDGE

With the recent outbreak of varroa in Australia, 
attention turns to what New Zealand is doing 
regarding our ongoing battle with varroa and 

detection of new biosecurity incursions.

While some may argue that – with the presence of varroa – the 
worst of the unwanted exotic pests and diseases are already here. 
However, I’m pretty sure any discovery of tropilaelaps mites or 
tracheal mites, and their associated viral loading, would see many 
hives burned and have a significate negative impact.

With reports of pockets of varroa resistance to amitraz and 
flumethrin needing further investigation, is it time we up our game? 
Is greater education needed on the consequence of under treating 
and how to conduct effective surveillance with mite washes? Is it 
time for a national database for recording treatment, mite washes 
and sightings of possible exotic disease/pest? 

MANAGEMENT MATTERS | BROUGHT TO YOU BY MyApiary

S M A R T E R  B E E K E E P I N G

TM

Visit us at: MyApiary.com    Call us at: 07 3910039

Number of hives Hive status

Jobs

Site status 

Reports

Create new sites

Calendar

Quickly see what needs doing
An app 

your staff 
will actually 

use

Learn more

Darren Bainbridge wonders, is it time we up 
our game on biosecurity?

www.myapiary.com
https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/biosecurity-matters-just-ask-oz
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sentinel hive/catch boxes across 33 sea and air ports. These hives 
are visually inspected every six weeks for large African hive beetle, 
braula fly and small hive beetle. Acaricides (miticides) are used to 
check for external mites and samples of adult bees are taken to 
labs for diagnosis of internal mites and viruses. 

Several detections and resulting successful eradications of Asian 
honey bee (Apis cerana), with varroa mites present, indicates the 
programme to be working.  

However, the recent outbreak of varroa mites detected on 
European Honey bees (Apis mellifera) in Newport, New South Wales, 
has been a wakeup call and scary for many Australian beekeepers. 
Its detection in late June was initially thought to be relatively swift, 
with early reports the mites may have entered as late as April/May 
2022. However, talk is now turning to the belief that varroa might 
have been in Australia for up to a year and entered the country 
outside of the surveillance zone, before being identified in a 
sentinel hive. If they are to have any hope of eradication, they will 
be much better placed if the invasion has only lasted three months 
so far, not 12, thus providing less opportunity for spread. 

More sentinel hives checked more often is the ideal – early 
detection is the best prevention. 

Darren Bainbridge is the founder and general manager of MyApiary, 
a provider of beehive, apiary and honey house management software, 
as well as beekeeping business advisory and consultancy.  
www.myapiary.com 

The short-term financial gain of taking a shortcut seems to still 
win out with some, especially when cashflow is tight. On a recent 
trip to visit beekeepers I witnessed the reusing of gib oxalic-acid 
staples to try and save further on an already ridiculously cheap 
treatment. My mind goes straight to the possible consequences 
of disease spread, let alone the reduced effectiveness of already 
soaked (wet) staples. Will they be able to detect ineffectiveness 
early enough to recover? I guess time will tell. 

A bit of desktop research reveals we have a fairly robust system 
for the detection of any new pest, with the surveillance programme 
run by AsureQuality on behalf of the Ministry for Primary Industries 
(MPI). It monitors 350 apiaries in 19 geographic areas throughout 
New Zealand classified as high-risk, 12 in the North Island and 
seven in the South Island. Further to that, bee exporters are also 
required to submit samples for testing, while the Bee Pathogen 
Programme (run by Hayley Pragert and Richard Hall from MPI over 
a two-and-a-half-year period 2016-18 and inspecting more than 
2500 hives) did not detect any new incursions. 

However, with most surveillance samples taken only annually (by 
the looks of MPI’s public information), I do question New Zealand’s 
ability to gain an early detection. We are learning from Australia, 
that early detection makes possible effective quarantine and 
eradication of an incursion before it can take hold.

History would show our surveillance systems to be lacking,  
with varroa’s spread in 2000 and nosema ceranae being found in 
Coromandel in 2010, outside of a “high-risk” surveillance area.

Australia has a National Sentinel Hive Program, now with 178 
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On researching a previous story, intrepid Apiarist’s Advocate contributor 
Maggie James found herself tumbling down a rabbit hole of New Zealand’s 

early beekeeping history … books, historic news articles, diaries … all in 
the name of research! What she found? Well, while it may be commonly 

known that Wesleyan missionaries and Mary Bumby were the first to 
introduce European honey bees to New Zealand, there were others taking 

part in an intriguing race to transport bees around the globe in the 1840s...

Don’t Believe Everything You Hear 
… and Only Half of What you Read: 
The Arrival of the European Honey 

Bee to New Zealand

There appears to be a number of colonists in the 1840s of 
the opinion they were the first importer of the honey bee to 
New Zealand – claims seemingly based on a combination 
of egotistical personalities, sparse settlement, lack of 
communication systems, attempts to hide failure, and later 
people quite simply just making assumptions, leading to false 
information. For these reasons, on researching this article, if a 
statement or date couldn’t be matched up with at least one other 
source or verified, then it hasn’t been included. Surprisingly, 
a number of New Zealand government websites appear to be 
inaccurate.  

MISS BUMBY’S SUCCESS
There were many attempts at bringing honey bees to these shores, 
but often bees died enroute on the generally three-to-five-and-
a-half-month journey from the United Kingdom to New Zealand. 
Colonies died of starvation, suffocation from packing, damaged 
packing, melted wax in warmer climes near the equator and even 

superstitious sailors – 
some of whom were 
most likely stung then 
venting their anger.

It is generally 
realised the 
honour for the first 
importation of bees 
goes to Miss Mary 
Bumby, sister of 
John, a Wesleyan 
Methodist missionary, 
landing at Hokianga 
on March 13 1839. 

After embarking their ship, the pair travelled to the mission station 
at Mangungu, overlooking Hokianga Harbour, at which Mary was 
the housekeeper. The pair had departed Gravesend, at the mouth 
of the River Thames on September 20 1838. For the women of 
missionary men, who were often away, this was a lonely hard life, 
and their women folk were generally the only European women in 
an area. 

Did her two hives of British black bee come from England, or 
were the bees obtained in Hobart where their ship transited? It is 
difficult to establish. There is no mention in her brother’s onboard 
diary that bees travelled all the way from Gravesend. It was a long 
arduous voyage, with bad weather, lack of water and much illness 
on board.

Some sources1 state two skeps were obtained in Sydney, but on 
reading John’s diaries the ship never docked in Sydney! Transiting 
in Hobart instead. One assumes sites stating Sydney are incorrect.  
So far, in researching this article there appears to be no conclusive 
documented evidence whether the bees came from England or 
Hobart Town.  

Bees had been introduced into Australia in the 1820s, so by then 
bee colonies would have been readily available and for some in 
Britain this would have been known, and colonies obtained in 
transit to New Zealand. 

THE TREATY AND THE HONEY BEES
On February 12 1840 the Mangungu Mission hosted the largest 
gathering for the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi, with 70 chiefs 
putting their name to the document following long debate. Several 
Northland based websites state 3000 people attended this event 
at the Mission, therefore it is quite likely this was the biggest 
gathering of Māori and European at that time. Afterwards at 
celebrations, did housekeeper Mary Bumby serve her honey? It is 
certainly diarised by other missionary settlers that, by this stage, 
she was a comb honey producer.

BY MAGGIE JAMES

Mary Bumby, a 
painted portrait, 

circa 1830s.

https://www.apiaristsadvocate.com/post/don-t-believe-everything-you-hear-the-arrival-of-the-european-honey-bee-to-nz
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Several months after their New Zealand arrival, in June 1840, 
her brother John drowned. Mary married, had six children, and 
unfortunately died enroute to England in 1862 age 51. Not before 
playing a key role in pioneering Kiwi beekeeping though. However, 
back then news travelled slowly and others believed they were 
destined to become credited with this country’s first honey bee 
introduction. 

HOBSON’S CHOICE … TO INTRODUCE BEES
In March 1840 Eliza Hobson, wife of Lieutenant-Governor of New 
Zealand William Hobson, arranged for two straw hives wrapped in 
blankets to successfully travel with her gardener on the two-week 
journey Sydney to Bay of Islands. Other missionary settlers also 
became beekeepers, obtaining swarms from the Mission House 
and Mrs Hobson. By the 1840/41 season there was quite a clique of 
beekeepers and their hives in the Northland/Hokianga area and it 
was not long before large quantities of native floral sourced bush 
honey was being harvested.

Early settlers and missionaries note an abundance of nectar 
(in particular harakeke, manuka and pohutukawa) and that the 
climate is favourable to their bees2. Honey and wax production, 
and swarm prevention was a major conundrum.

Essential supplies from Auckland were often delayed, and honey 
provided a sugar substitute. Mead and wax were also produced. 

Meanwhile… back in Mother England in 1841, it was still believed 
there were no European honey bees in the distant colony of New 
Zealand. Therefore, a race of sorts ensued between Mrs Mary 

Allom and Rev William Cotton to have the prestigious recognition 
of the supposed first introduction.

COTTON’S METHODS
Cotton sourced four straw hives of bees, wrapped them in cloth 
then placed these on an insulated rack of ice which sat on broken 
pottery crocks, providing more insulation, with a tap for drainage. 
The skeps were to be carried in a felt lined hogshead, a layer of 
well dried cinders would be put around the skeps. Oddly the ice 
was supposedly to stay frozen for the five-month journey and put 
the bees to sleep!

A modern day look at the Mangungu Mission House in the Bay of 
Islands, Northland, where Mary Bumby kept the first honey bee 

hives in New Zealand. 

http://www.hdprocess.co.nz/products/


Unfortunately for Cotton, the method proved a fast failure. The 
hogshead was damaged, with angry sailors throwing the bees 
overboard at Plymouth, the hives not even making it as far as the 
English Channel!

His father was the Governor of the Bank of England, and 
apparently was not at all happy on the expenditure of bees for 
New Zealand. Perhaps it was to save himself from his father’s 
wrath, but Cotton was quite vague about events, avoiding 
questions. Oddly many records state that Cotton brought bees to 
New Zealand, but all the indications I have managed to unearth 
are that this is incorrect.

William Cotton was an enthusiastic bee master and had 
published various essays on bee management. After settling in 
New Zealand, he is credited with teaching beekeeping to early 
settlers and Māori in the Hokianga. In 1843 he obtained bees via 
Governor James Busby and he believed that each of his bees 
recognised him. 

ALLOM’S QUEST
Allom was a very determined woman. Whilst she did not travel 
to New Zealand, she arranged the shipping of her hive. She 
specifically had a Nutt collateral hive (see image) built, and this 
was secured in a meat safe, enabling the bees to have cleansing 
flights and remove their dead from the hive on voyage. Due to the 
windows of the Nutt hive, bees could be observed without getting 
stung, much to the amusement of passengers!

On December 18 1841 her bees departed London on the Clifford, 
with 56lbs (25.4kg) of honey for feeding and under the care of an 
Anglican Minister, who throughout the journey ensured that the 
bees were fed twice weekly with a mixture of honey and water. It 
was following a rapid journey of only four and half months when 
the bees arrived in Nelson in May 1842. The intention was for 
Allom’s bees to be unloaded at Wellington, but due to gale force 
winds it was decided that Wellington was far too a windy a place 
for honey bees! Hence the bees arriving in Nelson. 

On 3 May 1842, the Clifford ran ashore at Ward Island near 
Wellington. All immigrants, cargo and bees were unloaded, the 
ship refloated on the next high tide, then reloaded for the final 
part of the journey, arriving eight days later at Nelson, on May 11. 
Mrs Allom’s hive was offloaded and delivered to Captain Arthur 
Wakefield.  Included in the delivery were several extra empty Nutt 
hive-wares, to have on hand in case of swarming immediately 
after their arrival.

PIPPED AT THE POST?
Unfortunately for Mrs Allom, on May 7 1842 one Dr Imlay arrived 
in Nelson with a live beehive following a 10-day voyage from Two 
Fold Bay whaling station in New South Wales – just four days prior 
to Mrs Allom’s hive making it ashore! On landing, Dr Imlay’s hive 
was also purchased by Captain Wakefield and within a year he 
had five swarms in Nutt hives, and was pleased with his manuka 
honey. Later, the Captain imported more bees from Australia in 
Nutts hives. 

Captain Wakefield was brother of Edward Gibbon Wakefield, 
founder of the New Zealand Company. Essentially, the family were 
aggressive property developers who ran afoul of many colonists 
and local Māori. Captain Wakefield lost his life on June 17 1843 
at the Wairau Affray, during an ill-considered expedition to arrest 
Māori chief Te Rauparaha over land acquisition by the New 
Zealand Company. It’s quite likely Captain Wakefield was the first 
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beekeeper death in the South Island, but it is not clear as to what 
happened to his hives. 

MISS ALLOM’S QUEST TO SET THE RECORD ‘STRAIGHT’
Allom, a close family friend of the Wakefield family, determined 
that she would take the credit for the first importation of bees into 
New Zealand, ran an intense effort to determine from well-placed 
sources that Cotton had failed, and wrote to many prominent 
people to elucidate the answer. Once she had her spurious 
documented evidence of Cotton’s failure, she then nominated 
herself for a silver Royal Society of Arts medal. The medal was 
presented to her in 1845 by none other than HRH Prince Albert.

Oddly enough, to strengthen her case and ensure history 
remembered her honour, thereafter Allom also wrote to 
various New Zealand papers and journals stating her unique 
achievement. Her daughter later took over Allom’s letter writing 
to all and sundry. However, history, missionary diaries and Nelson 
newspapers note through their activities, she was neither the first 
New Zealand or South Island importer! Those credits going to 
Bumby and Dr Imlay respectively.

TO THE FUTURE
So, there you have it. I have certainly uncovered nothing to 
suggest Mary Bumby’s bees were not the first of their kind in New 
Zealand, but confusion may have reigned at the time. What of the 
early days of apiculture in New Zealand following the arrival of the 
first hives? Well, I’ve got a little bit of info on that saved up for next 
month! 

The three-box hive design of Thomas Nutt (1832) was only popular for a 
couple of decades, but was used by Mary Allom to transport bees all the 

way from London to Nelson. There were two large windows in each of the 
end boxes, and an observation glass on the top centre. The end boxes are 

topped by a ventilator, draws contained syrup or solid feed. The centre box 
contained the queen, with zinc sliders able to be open or shut, and could 

enable passage of bees between the boxes. A passage way, to insert a 
thermometer determining hive temperature, and whether or not partitions 

needed to be opened or closed also existed.
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Promising 
Varroa Research

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE BROUGHT TO YOU BY dnature

Others will be replacing oxalic acid treatments that have been 
in over the winter, but here we revisit a chemical that was found 
fortuitously – lithium. While preparing another varroa treatment 
idea (RNAi or interfering RNA), lithium was itself found effective 
at killing varroa, in the form of a salt such as lithium chloride or 
lithium citrate.

While lithium chloride was shown to kill varroa effectively, more 
recent papers have shown that it builds up in the bees and wax 
combs – not to mention in the honey. In other words, the chemical 
used to treat mood disorders in humans was accumulating in the 
honey. Therefore, here I give you the strongest possible warning 
that lithium is not something to be thrown around the next time 
varroa numbers increase!

New work has looked at the harmful effects on bees of different 
lithium salts, as well as their varroa-killing ability. Lithium formate, 
which is a different compound of lithium and includes carbon 
and oxygen, was shown to be well-tolerated by the bees and yet 
have similar efficacy against varroa as amitraz. However, how this 
compound accumulates in the bees, honey or hiveware is not yet 
known.

BY JOHN MACKAY

Test using dnature’s
AFB Foster Method. 
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For those that do a typical twice-a-year treatment 
schedule for varroa, it’s getting to that time of 

year when we start spring treatments. Many will 
use amitraz (Apivar or Apitraz) while here on the 

East Coast, most of us will use Bayvarol.
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UNDER THE MICROSCOPE BROUGHT TO YOU BY dnature

THE POTENTIAL OF CO2

Another treatment concept recently assessed was also first 
described some years ago. It is, in essence, manipulating the 
ventilation or environment of the bees so as to increase the levels 
of carbon dioxide. Unfortunately I can’t get access to this whole 
paper from May 2022, but both this new paper and the earlier 
work in 2015 looked at bees overwintered indoors due to low 
temperatures, or otherwise housed at low temperatures. Lower 
varroa levels were found in colonies in which the temperature was 
cold enough for the bees to cluster and where the ventilation was 
deliberately limited, thus increasing exposure to carbon dioxide. 

Generating similar low oxygen/higher CO2 levels may be more 
difficult in the warmer climate of New Zealand. It does raise 
questions about comparing solid and ventilated bottom boards, 
and also whether methods such as mineral oil fogging might be 
operating in a similar manner (by creating more CO2 through the 
sublimation process) rather than just smothering the mites as 
commonly-believed.

There’s a way to go yet on this work, but it’s encouraging to 
see other methods of controlling varroa are being researched 
that may give us new tools as part of an integrated management 
strategy for varroa.

All the best for the coming season and, following the talk by 
Pike Stahlmann-Brown at Apiculture New Zealand conference this 
year, as well as anecdotal reports from beekeepers with higher-

than-expected varroa levels, a couple of suggestions with your 
treatments:

• Please follow the manufacturer’s instructions for 
the product – both in terms of number of strips and 
requirements (e.g. temperatures), but also storage 
conditions as well.

• 40% of beekeepers who responded to the Colony Loss 
Survey are undertreating. This will have two potential 
outcomes: treatment failure, while also generating 
resistance to future use of that treatment. It’s not a 
sustainable practice.

John Mackay is a molecular biologist and the technical director of 
Gisborne-based lab dnature diagnostics and research, as well as a 
hobby beekeeper. 
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With 45 years’ experience – and counting – as 
a commercial beekeeper, John Bassett has a 

wealth of knowledge to share and that is exactly 
what he is doing. The 78-year-old not only 

provides hives and a central site for Thames Bee 
Club’s benefit, but also regular mentorship to go 
with them. Bassett’s has been a career dedicated 
to the diverse skills of beekeeping, from honey 

production, commercial queen rearing and paid 
pollination, to being the founding chairperson of 
what is now the UMF Honey Association. Now, he 

takes time to share his experiences here.

“A good Sunday afternoon job” is how Bassett describes the task 
of going through the hives with fellow Thames Bee Club members 
each weekend. For an apiarist of his vast experience it’s “not an 
onerous task”, but rather one he says he has come to find very 
rewarding since taking on the role of club mentor last year.

The club started as a discussion group which gathered in the 
community gardens over the road from Bassett’s Kereta Bees 
headquarters in Thames. It is still a rather informal gathering, but 
has taken on far more meaning since they began regular hive 
inspections across the road with Bassett.

“Without John we wouldn’t have the club,” says club coordinator 
Jill Pauling.

The Vastly Experienced 
Beekeeper Making 
Thames Club Click

CLUB CATCH-UP | BROUGHT TO YOU BY HIVE WORLD NZ

John Bassett shares his extensive 
beekeeping knowledge during 
a Sunday session in the hives 

at Thames Bee Club, without a 
“whitebating net and welding 

gloves” for protection.

www.hiveworld.co.nz
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“He is the key man for a lot of people and he gives up a lot of 
time to the newbees. He’s in his late 70s, but still gets around and 
is very active. He thinks he is a semi-commercial beekeeper, but 
we would all call him commercial.”

Kereta Bees has around 300 hives and is co-owned by fellow 
Thames beekeeper Jason Parkes who “does the lion’s share of the 
heavy lifting”, according to the 78-year-old. Bassett says his role is 
more focused on organising the hive work these days.

For many decades it was Bassett carrying a heavy load himself 
though, forming Waitomo Honey in Te Kuiti in 1977 and running 
up to 2000 hives across the King Country and Coromandel, while 
employing a range of beekeepers over the years.

“There were some tough times financially in the early years, 
but, in the finish, it has been very rewarding. It’s a great lifestyle,” 
Bassett says of his 45-year commercial beekeeping career.

Waitomo Honey hives were put to work in the kiwifruit orchards 
of the area, while a queen breeding unit also formed part of 
the business. After the introduction of varroa to New Zealand in 
the early 2000s, Bassett began to downsize. He sold the larger 
Waitomo Honey business to move into his semi-retirement in the 
Coromandel around a decade ago, but not before playing a key 
role in the UMF marketing programme.

When Kiwi manuka honey producers came together to form 
the Active Manuka Honey Association in 1997, Bassett was elected 
chairperson. The Association was renamed Unique Manuka 
Factor Honey Association in 2010 and continues to this day to be 
a leading marketer of manuka honey globally using their UMF 
rating.

“The first few years were a slow grind,” Bassett says of the late-
90s marketing campaign, which eventually “self-advertised” when 
consumers learned of manuka honey’s antimicrobial properties.

“Then, after five or six years, more professional people were able 
to come in and run it, because I had no professional training on 
that sort of thing. That really was exciting times and now it’s a very 
big setup, as the UMF Honey Association.”

Helping build the manuka honey industry is in Bassett’s past 
though. Now, a big part of his beekeeping present and future is the 
Sunday sessions with the local club. While teaching, he has taken 
to leading his in-hive lessons with minimal protection against 
potential bee stings.

“I’ve been working with bees for the hobbyists largely just in a 
hat, no veil and sleeves up. It’s about instilling confidence in being 
near a hive without being in a whitebating net and welding gloves! 
They see more and they get the idea of how your hives can be 
managed while you’re working, without all hell breaking loose and 
causing trouble for the people over the fence,” he says.

Then during the week it’s back to work for Bassett, but with his 
succession plan and business partner waiting in the wings.

“I’ll keep going for a little bit yet, but eventually Jason will take 
over completely, we will sell him the rest of the business and I’ll 
drift off into the sunset somewhere,” Bassett foretells, adding “I just 
hope it will be a nice ride”. 
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“Without John we wouldn’t have the club,” says Thames Bee Club 
coordinator Jill Pauling.
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